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	Developing Effective Engineering Leadership (IEE Management of Technology Series, 21), 9780852962145 (0852962142), Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2003
Engineering companies and other organizations face many serious challenges in the 21st Century. One that is now becoming widely recognized is the loss of corporate knowledge through staff turnover, whether it is natural or forced through downsizing or de-layering. The company’s store of knowledge and expertise is an asset built up through the learning and experience of its employees.

In this book the authors show that such loss of experience and knowledge can substantially erode corporate culture and impact upon a company’s ability to develop and reinvent itself in response to its market. The concentration is on process, culture, structure and leadership, to assist engineering organizations in managing their valuable knowledge resources and the people who possess them. It provides effective methodologies to devise solutions to the real challenges faced by engineering managers today.

Illustrated with scenarios and practical examples, which will be familiar to engineers worldwide, the book represents great value to all those in engineering management practice. In addition, as management increasingly appears within the syllabus of engineering courses, it will interest engineering students preparing for careers in industry, as well as their educators.

 About the Authors 

Ray Morrison works as a senior manager in Engineering Workforce Development for Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company, Georgia, USA. His field of expertise includes engineering education and training, software engineering, engineering process/methods, and systems engineering. He has a background in ISO 9001 assessment and verification and SEI/CMM planning, preparation and deployment. He gained his Masters in Communications Technology and PhD in Technical Education from University of Missouri, USA.

Carl Ericsson works for Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company as an Engineering Leadership Development Program Manager. He has 17 years’ experience as a training professional, including comprehensive knowledge of organizational behavior, process analysis, instructional design process, and adult learning principles. He has degrees in Systems Science and Aeronautics Technology, as well as an MBA and a PhD in Organizational Psychology, all from the University of Tennessee, USA.
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Learning Red Hat Linux, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
The economics of the free software business has taken another football bounce with the release of O'Reilly's Learning Red Hat Linux, a guide to the most popular distribution of the freely redistributable operating system. The bounce is this: for the typical tech-book list price of $35, you get Bill McCarty's beginners' survey and...

		

Dreamweaver CS3 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Learn to create dynamic, data-driven Web sites—easily
   If you're among the two and a half million Web professionals who already use Dreamweaver, here's your ticket to the exciting enhancements in the CS3 version. If you're just breaking into Web development, you'll get a thorough understanding of the basics. Either way,...


		

Privacy Means Profit: Prevent Identity Theft and Secure You and Your Bottom LineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Bulletproof your organization against data breach, identity theft, and corporate espionage


	In this updated and revised edition of Privacy Means Profit, John Sileo demonstrates how to keep data theft from destroying your bottom line, both personally and professionally. In addition to sharing his gripping tale of losing...





	

Practical Digital Wireless Signals (The Cambridge RF and Microwave Engineering Series)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Wireless communications is rapidly becoming one of the ubiquitous technological underpinnings of modern society (such as electric power, fossil fuels, automobiles, etc.). Few people think about the technology within their mobile phones, remote controls, garage door openers, GPS navigation devices, and so on. These devices are always at hand...


		

DJ Skills: The essential guide to Mixing and ScratchingFocal Press, 2007
The complete package- the art and style of all types of DJ?s, including Dance and Hip-Hop     

   DJ Skills: The Essential Guide to Mixing & Scratching is the most comprehensive, up to date approach to DJing ever produced. With insights from top club, mobile, and scratch DJs, the book includes many teaching strategies developed in...

		

Microsoft SQL Server 2000Addison Wesley, 2001
Relationale Datenbanksysteme sind in den letzten Jahren mit Abstand die wichtigsten Datenbanksysteme geworden, die in der Praxis angewendet werden. Die Gründe dafür sind mannigfaltig: die hohe Portierbarkeit der Anwendungen, die Verwendung der Standarddatenbanksprache SQL usw. Eines der herausragendsten relationalen Datenbanksysteme...
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